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I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 24,2008, the Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel ("OCC"), an 

intervenor on behalf of residential telephone customers,* filed an Opposition to the 

application of AT&T Ohio, hic. ("AT&T Ohio") for alternative regulation ("ah. reg.") of 

basic local exchange service ("basic service") in eight exchanges.^ OCC's Opposition 

noted that basic service alt. reg. is not in the pubhc interest, under R.C. 4927.03(A)(1), if 

thousands of AT&T Ohio customers in the eight exchanges do not have the altematives 

to AT&T Ohio's basic service required by the statutes that permit the Public Utilities 

Commission of Ohio ("Commission" or "PUCO") to consider basic service alt. reg.^ 

OCC was granted intervention by Entry dated February 27, 2008 (at 2). 

^ Application (February 8, 2008). The eight affected exchanges are Chagrin Falls, Christiansbiirg, 
Hillcrest, Independence, Painesville, Pitchin, Uhrichsville and Willoughby. OCC filed its Opposition 
pursuant to Ohio Adm. Code 4901:l-4-09(F). 

Despite AT&T Ohio's mischaracterization (Memorandum Contra at 4), this issue was not presented to the 
Ohio Supreme Court. 
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OCC's Opposition showed that nearly all of the alleged alternative providers do 

not really provide "competing service(s)" to AT&T Ohio's basic service and/or do not 

have a presence in the AT&T Ohio exchanges sufficient to discipline AT&T Ohio's 

prices to protect those customers.* Thus, basic service alt. reg. in the eight exchanges 

would not be in the pubhc interest. In addition, OCC pointed out that several of the 

alleged alternative providers do not serve customers in some of the eight exchanges.^ 

Thus, under the Commission's mles, AT&T Ohio cannot be granted basic service alt. reg. 

in those exchanges. 

AT&T Ohio filed a memorandum contra OCC's Opposition on April 3,2008.^ 

AT&T Ohio asserts that OCC's Opposition ignores the recent Ohio Supreme Court 

decision validating the Commission's basic service alt. reg. mles.^ AT&T Ohio also 

claims that OCC's Opposition attempts to remake the mles.* AT&T Ohio also attempts 

to dispute OCC's demonstration that some of the alleged alternative providers do not 

serve customers in several of the exchanges that are the subject of the Application.^ As 

discussed herein, AT&T Ohio has missed the mark in its criticisms of OCC's 

Opposition."^ 

'̂  Opposition at 12-22. 

^ Id. at 14-15, 19. 

^ Although the Commission's rules do not provide for a basic service alt. reg. applicant to file a response to 
oppositions to an application, the February 17 Entry (at 3) allowed AT&T Ohio to file a memorandum 
contra OCC's Opposition. The Entry also provided OCC the opportunity to respond to AT&T Ohio*s 
memorandum contra. Id. 

' See Memorandum Contra at 3. 

'*Id.at4. 

^ Id. at 16-18. 

'" The fact that OCC does not respond to an argument raised by AT&T Ohio should not be construed as 
OCC's acquiescence to that argument. 



IL ARGUMENT 

A. The Validity of the Rules Notwithstandmg, R.C. 4927.03(A)(1) and 
R.C. 4927,03(A)(3) Mandate That the Commission Make a Separate 
Public Interest Determination Regarding a Basic Service Alternative 
Regulation Application. 

R.C. 4927.03(A)(1) allows the Commission to grant alt. reg. for 

telecommunications services "provided the commission finds that any such measure is in 

the public interest and either of the following conditions exists: (a) The telephone 

company or companies are subject to competition with respect to such public 

telecommunications service; (b) The customers of such pubhc teleconuniutications 

service have reasonably available altematives." Further, R.C. 4927.03(A)(3) provides 

that "[t]o authorize an exemption or establish altemative regulatory requirements under 

division (A)(1) of this section with respect to basic local exchange service, the 

commission additionally shall find that there are no barriers to entry." 

The Commission's "competitive tests" focus on the number of altemative 

providers that are available to customers in an exchange and the number of lines that an 

applicant has lost in an exchange, either to altemative providers or competitive local 

exchange carriers or both. These tests ostensibly address whether the services that the 

apphcant provides to customers are subject to competition or there are reasonably 

available altematives to the services in the exchange, as well as the barriers to entry issue. 

The public interest, however, demands a much different analysis. The 

Commission should look beyond the presence or possibility of altemative providers of 

basic service in an exchange. Mstead, the public interest analysis should also focus on 

the effect that basic service ah. reg. would have on basic service customers in the affected 

exchange. That is the focus of OCC's Opposition. 



OCC showed the wide disparity between AT&T Ohio's basic service rates and the 

rates charged by the altemative providers named in the Application - with customers 

having to pay "altemative" prices ranging fi*om 42% to 187% higher than AT&T Ohio's 

basic service rates.'^ If AT&T Ohio's Application is granted the result would be that 

consumers of basic service in the eight exchanges would have no economical means to 

coimteract an increase in AT&T Ohio's basic service rates. 

Altemative providers' services do not have to be "perfect substitutes" for AT&T 

Ohio's basic service.̂ ^ The altemative providers' services do, however, have to be priced 

and sufficiently available so that consumers would have a real option to AT&T Ohio's 

service. OCC has shown that the services of the altemative providers named in the 

Application do not provide such a choice. Such a situation is not in tiie pubhc interest. 

B. Wireless Service Is Not Being Used as an Alternative to Basic Service. 

OCC noted that a factor weighing against including wireless companies as 

altemative providers is that landline numbers were not ported to wireless providers in the 

Christiansburg and Pitchin exchanges. ̂ ^ OCC observed that AT&T Ohio's exchange 

summary sheet in the Application for these exchanges did not have a checkmark in the 

Ported Numbers category, and noted other information to support OCC's position."* 

AT&T Ohio asserts that Alltel Wireless does provide service in the 

Christiansburg exchange,'^ a claim based on coverage Alltel Wireless's service in the 

' ' Opposition, Affidavit of Kathy L. Hagans ("Hagans Affidavit"), ^ 29. 

'̂  See Memorandum Contra at 6. 

'^Oppositional 14-15. 

'^Id. 

'̂  Memorandum Contra at 16, AT&T Ohio does not dispute OCC's findings regarding the Pitchin 
exchange. 



45317 Zip Code. '̂  However, AT&T Ohio conveniently omits one key piece of 

information: there are seven Zip Codes in the Christiansburg exchange and Alltel 

Wireless serves customers in only one of those Zip Codes - 45317. That Zip Code has 

its post office in Conover, a village in Miami County. According to the Commission's 

Zip Code map, the 45317 Zip Code appears to cover only a very small portion of the 

northern part of the Christiansburg exchange.^' In fact, Conover itself is in the Fletcher-

Lena exchange.'^ Thus, AT&T Ohio stretches the facts in order to lead one to beheve 

that Alltel Wireless serves the Christiansburg exchange. And if the Commission 

recognizes Alltel Wireless as an altemative provider for the Christiansburg exchange 

based on the carrier's presence in such a miniscule portion of the exchange, the 

Commission could be reducing the market to as small as a city block, which the 

Commission has recognized is "contrary to the statutory intent of Section 4927.03, 

Revised Code...."*' 

AT&T Ohio attempts to downplay the importance of the absence of telephone 

numbers that were ported to wireless companies in the two exchanges. AT&T Ohio 

states: 

As for ported numbers, while it is possible for landline customers 
to disconnect their landline and port the telephone number to a 
wireless device, such porting is done infrequently. AT&T Ohio 
estimates that less than one-half of one percent (0.44%) of the 

See id. at Attachment. 

'̂  See http://www.puc.state.oh.us/pucogis/STATEMAP/zip2008.pdf 

'̂  See http://www.puc.state.oh.us/pucogis/newcnt3rmaps/tellO9.pdf 

See/n the Matter of the Application of The Ohio Bell Telephone Company dba AT&T Ohio for Approval 
of an Alternative Form of Regulation of Basic Local Exchange Service and Other Tier I Services Pursuant 
to Chapter 4901:1-4, Ohio Administrative Code, Case No. 07-259, Opinion and Order (June 27, 2007) at 
22. 

http://www.puc.state.oh.us/pucogis/STATEMAP/zip2008.pdf
http://www.puc.state.oh.us/pucogis/newcnt3rmaps/tellO9.pdf


wireless devices in use in its service territory are using ported 
telephone numbers.^^ 

Thus, the logical conclusion to be drawn fi-om AT&T Ohio's estimate is that less than 

one-half of one percent of numbers being ported to wireless numbers are being used to 

replace a customer's primary landliae, which is a Tier 1 core service under the 

Commission's mles.^' The rest of the ported numbers - 99.56% of them - are obviously 

being used to substitute for customers' additional landhnes (i.e., second and third lines), 

which are not basic service under the Commission's mles but are instead Tier 1 noncore 

services.^^ 

The fact that so few landline numbers are being ported to wireless carriers in 

AT&T Ohio's territory substantiates OCC's position that residential customers are not in 

fact using wireless service as an altemative to basic service.^ The Commission should 

thus reject all of the wireless providers named as altemative providers in the Application. 

C. The Fact That the Website Used for Talk America Conflicts with 
AT&T Ohio's Information Regarding Service to Uhrichsville Casts 
Doubt on the Validity of AT&T Ohio's Information. 

AT&T Ohio listed Talk America, which is now part of Cavalier Communications, 

as a facilities-based altemative provider in the Uhrichsville exchange.^" AT&T Ohio 

based its claim on Talk America's supposed leasing of AT&T Ohio facilities and white 

pages listings in the exchange.^^ 

^̂  Memorandum Contra at 17 (emphasis added). 

^' Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-6-05. 

^^Id. 

^̂  Opposition, Affidavit of Karen J. Hardie, % 16. 

"̂̂  See Application, exchange summary sheet for Uhrichsville. 

^^Id. 



OCC's Opposition, however, noted that the Cavalier Communications website 

does not show that either Talk America or Cavaher provides service in the Uhrichsville 

exchange. As Ms. Hagans found: "[Ujsing the hst of zip codes in each exchange 

provided by AT&T Ohio and the zip code lookup tool on Talk America's website, it 

appears that Talk America does not provide service in any of the eight zip codes in the 

Uhrichsville exchange. (This makes AT&T Ohio's claim of a market share for Talk 

America suspect, to say the least.)"^^ AT&T Ohio's Memorandum provided nothing to 

disprove Ms. Hagans' finding.^^ 

The problem with AT&T Ohio's information is that it was compiled sometime 

before the Application was filed on Febmary 8, 2008, apparently as of December 31, 

2007.-^ The circumstances surrounding Talk America's presence in the market may have 

changed since that time. For example, in a previous AT&T Ohio basic service alt. reg. 

proceeding, AT&T Ohio used data that had been compiled as of December 31,2006.^^ 

That application listed both First Communications and New Access Communications as 

altemative providers in several exchanges.^ In the interim between the time AT&T Ohio 

compiled its information and the time the application was filed, however, First 

Communications purchased New Access.^' Shortly thereafter, the New Access website 

26 Hagans Affidavit, ^31 

^̂  Memorandum Contra at 18. 

^̂  See Application, MemorandAmi in Support at 4. 

^̂  See Case No. 07-259, Application (March 9, 2007), Memorandum in Support at 4. 

^̂  See, e.g., id., exchange summary sheet for Bamesville. 

^' See In the Matter of the Application ofAcceris Management and Acquisition LLC, New Access 
Communications LLC and First Communications, LLC to Transfer Assets from Acceris Management and 
Acquisition LLC and New Access Communications, Inc. to First Communications. LLC, Case No. 06-1500-
TP-ATR, which the Commission automatically approved on January 25, 2007. 



stated that the company was "no longer accepting orders for service."^^ New Access 

ceased providing bilhng, customer service, and related support to customers on March 1, 

2007.̂ ^ Although Talk America/Cavaher might not be facing the same situation as New 

Access, it is apparent that Talk America/Cavalier is not offering service in Uhrichsville. 

OCC's information is more recent and more verifiable than the infonnation 

AT&T Ohio provided with its Application. Thus, OCC's information should have more 

of a presumption of validity than the information gathered by AT&T Ohio more than two 

months ago. 

Further, AT&T Ohio has the burden of proof in this proceeding.^ The fact that 

AT&T Ohio offers nothing to prove its case other than the more dated and less verifiable 

information found in its Application weighs against AT&T Ohio on this point. AT&T 

Ohio has not carried its burden of proof, and the Commission should reject Talk America 

as an altemative provider in the Uhrichsville exchange. 

III. CONCLUSION 

OCC has shown that the altemative providers named in the Application offer 

service at rates considerably higher than AT&T Ohio's basic service rate. If AT&T 

Ohio's Application for alt. reg. for its basic service is granted, AT&T's basic service 

customers in the eight exchanges will face rate increases without economical altematives 

^̂  See Case No. 07-259, OCC Opposition (April 23, 2007), Affidavit of Kathy L. Hagans. f 74. The 
Commission nevertheless approved the application based, in part, on First Communications and New 
Access being considered as separate altemative providers. See id.. Opinion and Order (Jxme 27, 2007), 
Attachments A and B. OCC raised the issue on rehearing. Id., OCC Application for Rehearing (July 27, 
2007) al 29. The Commission, however, stated only that OCC raised no issues that had not been previously 
addressed. Id., Entry on Rehearing (August 22, 2007) at 11-12. 

'̂̂  fn the Matter of the Application of New Access Communications LLC to Rescind/Revoke the 
Certificate(s) That Authorized the Authority to Transact Telecommunications Business in the State of Ohio, 
Case No. 07-109S-TP-ABN, Request for Withdrawal of Certificate (October 25, 2007) at 1. 
34 See Ohio Adm. Code 4901:l-4-10(A). 



for service. Such a situation is not in the pubhc interest. Thus, the Commission should 

deny the Application. 
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